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Abstract 
 

The enormous amount of unstructured data presents the biggest challenge to decision makers in eliciting meaningful information 

to support business decision-making. This study explores the potential use of ontologies in extracting and populating the 

information from various combinations of unstructured and semi-structured data formats such as tabular, form-based and natural 

language-based text. The main objective of this study is to propose an architecture of information extraction for ontology 

population. Contractor selection is chosen as the domain of interest. Thus, this research focuses on the extraction of contractor 

profiles from tender documents in order to enrich ontological contractor profile by populating the relevant extracted 

information. The findings are significantly good in precision and recall, in which the performance measures have reached an 

accuracy of 100% precision and recall for extracting information in both tabular and form-based formats. However, the precision 

score of relevant information extracted in natural language text is average with a percentage of 42.86% due to the limitation of 

the linguistic approach for processing Malay texts.  
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

In a recent International Data Corporation (IDC) 

Digital Universe study, the volume of unstructured 

digital data was reported to have increased 

exponentially where the amount had grown to 1,227 

exabytes in 2010 and it is forecasted to grow by 

45.2% to 7,910 exabytes in 2015 [1]. Sources of such 

unstructured data are found in very different formats 

including, but not limited to documents, emails, 

video, image, social media, etc. The proliferation of 

high dimensionality of unstructured data presents 

one of the key challenges to decision makers in 

eliciting meaningful information to support business 

decision-making processes. Unstructured data 

contains hidden knowledge that benefits the 

decision makers in accessing information for decision 

selection [2].  

Spanning across multiple domains of knowledge, the 

emergence of researches on ontology has facilitated 

the decision-making process, such as in the domain 

of environment [3, 4], supply chain [5], financial [6, 7] 

and transport [8]. Meanwhile, in the field of 

information extraction, ontology has been exploited 

to extract relevant information and populate the 

output in the ontology from tabular data [9, 10], 

form-based data [11, 12] and textual data [13, 14]. 

However, to the best of our knowledge, none of 

these researches had exploited the role of ontology 

in assisting information extraction as one of the 

integrative component in supporting decision-

making since data management methods 

developed for structured data are not directly 

applicable. Therefore, this study explores the 

potential use of ontologies in extracting and 

populating information from various combinations of 

unstructured and semi-structured data formats such 
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as tabular, form-based and natural language-based 

text.  

Ontology is a formal representation of knowledge 

enriched with language semantics, that enables the 

creation of a set of concepts, properties and 

individuals, which understood by both humans and 

machines. It does not only serve to encapsulate and 

represent knowledge about some domain of interest, 

but it is also capable of processing the content of 

information and reasoning about it. Many past 

studies have adopted ontology for knowledge 

management, including knowledge modeling, 

knowledge sharing, knowledge reuse, knowledge 

discovery and knowledge acquisition in a wide 

range of domains such as construction [15, 16], 

manufacturing [17], medical [18, 19] and education 

[20-22].  

The main objective of this study is to propose an 

architecture of information extraction for ontology 

population. To demonstrate the feasibility of the 

proposed architecture, the contractor selection 

process is chosen as the domain of research. The 

selection of the best contractor through tendering 

processes plays a pivotal role in the success of a 

construction project [23]. Details and comprehensive 

information on contractor profiles are essential for a 

transparent, fair and reliable assessment of 

contractor qualification. In order to achieve this, 

contractors are required to provide various 

information in tender documents, normally in free-

format, to support their qualification [24, 25]. 

However, these unstructured and ill-defined formats 

of tender documents make the contractor selection 

process difficult. Thus, this research focuses on the 

extraction of contractor profiles from documents in 

order to enrich the ontological contractor profile by 

populating the relevant extracted information, for 

the purpose of the best contractor selection.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, 

the Related Works section presents the state-of-the-

art information extraction tools, paying attention to 

the ontology-based information extraction. 

Meanwhile, the subsequent section outlines the 

overall framework of the research methodology. The 

proposed architecture of information extraction for 

ontology population is discussed next. The evaluation 

results are explained in the following Results and 

Discussion section. Finally, the last section concludes 

with a summary of this paper and future research 

directions. 

 

 

2.0  RELATED WORKS 
 

Information extraction applies different types of 

approaches (e.g. ontology, knowledge discovery, 

pattern matching) to derive unstructured and semi-

structured data stored in machine-readable 

documents into a structured format, so that it can be 

effectively manipulated by the computer [26]. The 

main task of information extraction is to analyze 

relevant data containing information appropriate to 

the task at hand. Many previous studies have 

explored the use of ontology in assisting the 

information extraction process. Ontology plays four 

main tasks in the context of information extraction, 

which are: (1) ontology as a guide, (2) ontology as a 

repository, (3) ontology as a representation schema, 

and (4) ontology as a basis for reasoning [27]. 

Ontology-based information extraction is 

characterized as: (1) a system to process natural 

language text in unstructured (free-form text) or semi-

structured formats (i.e. tabular, form-based or web-

based), (2) with guidance from pre-existing ontology 

to identify salient information, and (3) to populate 

the extracted information as a set of instantiated and 

related concepts and attributes in the ontology [28]. 

Based on these characterizations, two main tasks of 

ontology are emphasized in this research, which will 

be discussed further in this section. Firstly, the task of 

ontology is as a guide to detect salient information. 

The second task of ontology is as a repository where 

the extracted information is stored through ontology 

population. Output from the ontology population is 

useful for further processing in the context of 

decision-making, information retrieval, information, 

integration, knowledge construction, knowledge 

acquisition and others.  

Table 1 summarizes the comparison of ontology-

based information extraction systems from previous 

researches in terms of its input text formats 

(unstructured or semi-structured) and outputs 

produced from the extraction process. AJAX data 

extraction is a web-based extractor tool that 

employs agricultural ontology and extraction 

algorithms to guide information extraction and 

annotation from dynamic AJAX content [29]. Here, 

the proposed framework only works for semi-

structured data and ignores combined natural 

language processing text.  

 

Table 1 Summary of ontology-based information extraction  

 

Extractor Tool Input Format Output 

AJAX Data Extraction [29]  Semi-structured  Individuals 

WebOMSIE [12]  Semi-structured Values 

FLOPPIES [30]  Semi-structured Individuals 

T2FOBOMIE [31]  Semi-structured Values 

ORP [11]  Unstructured  Individuals 

CCG-IE [14]  Unstructured Concepts 

Individuals 

 

 

Another extractor tool that deals with semi-

structured data is WebOMSIE, an ontology-based 

information extraction from heterogeneous Web 

sources [12]. WebOMSIE uses ontology to infer the 

approach that is adequate for the extraction 

according to the Web sources involved. The tool 

however requires users to manually pre-define the 

characteristics of information extraction criteria such 

as document format, URL, page number and others. 

Meanwhile, Ali et al. [31] proposed a system called 

the type-2 fuzzy ontology-based opinion mining and 
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information extraction (T2FOBOMIE). The system 

adopted ontology and type-2 fuzzy mechanism to 

extract user’s desires by reformulating user query for 

hotel reservation. Another information extraction 

application was proposed by Nederstigt et al. [30] to 

extract product information from tabular data 

sources on the e-commerce Web. Table is a 

common form of presenting data and often contains 

factual information that could be useful for better 

product comparison or recommendation by 

exploiting the semantic of the products’ attributes 

and the corresponding values. 

In processing unstructured data, Faria et al. [14] 

developed an extractor tool, called the CCG-IE 

system, which is an ontological structure in the 

domain of molecular biology that guides the 

information extraction process from scientific articles. 

Several analyses were done for small corpus of text in 

abstracts and full articles. Whilst in human resource 

management, Younsi et al. [11] adopted ontology to 

assist in the extraction of information from millions of 

resumes in Microsoft Word documents for the 

purpose of employment. They proposed the 

Ontology-based Resume Parser (ORP). ORP 

represents the semantic data in a resume, such as 

personal information, business and academic, 

experience, skills, publications, certifications and 

others. The tool is capable of detecting significant 

information from pre-asserted data through semantic 

based inference rules.  

However, all these researches have only examined 

a single document format, either free-form text 

(unstructured) or web-based text (semi-structured), 

and have not considered the semantic of document 

format in combinations of unstructured and semi-

structured data. In addition, the significant results of 

information extraction output were not evaluated 

further for the purpose of ontology population by 

demonstrating the usefulness in other applications. In 

this research, we not only exploit ontology to assist in 

the information extraction process for both 

unstructured and semi-structured data, but we also 

demonstrate the use of enriching ontology through 

ontology population in supporting decision-making 

based on a contractor selection case study. 

 

 

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & 

APPROACH  
 

This section describes the overall framework of the 

research methodology carried out in this study. As 

depicted in Figure 1, the framework consists of three 

main phases, including the development of the 

ontology model, the development of the extraction 

engine and evaluation.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 The framework of research methodology 

 

 

3.1  Ontology Model Development Phase 

 

Developing the ontology model is a knowledge 

engineering process, which refers to the activities 

involved in building the ontology process. To date, 

various approaches of knowledge engineering have 

been applied to build the ontology model [32]. 

Methontology as proposed by [33], is taken as the 

knowledge engineering methodology in this study, 

which includes five steps.  

The first step is knowledge specification where it is 

intended to determine the purpose and scope of 

ontology by considering its benefits supporting the 

current application and potential extensibility in the 

future. Different domain ontologies may have 

different purposes and may apply different methods. 

For instance, the main purposes of the ontology 

model developed in this study are to facilitate 

information extraction and to support the decision-

making process. Literatures of related domain are 

reviewed and analyzed, as well as reusable 

candidate ontologies are identified and evaluated in 

this step. Besides, a series of unstructured interviews 

with domain experts are conducted in order to gain 

insights and a better understanding of the domain. 

Document analysis is another method used in this 

step to study the format, structure and content of the 

documents involved. The main outcome is the 

informal perception of a domain, represented in a 

set of ontology requirement specification.  

The second step is knowledge conceptualization. 

This is the most important step as it determines the 

rest of the ontology development. The main task of 

this step is to organize and structure the knowledge 

acquired from the previous step into a conceptual 

model using any independent knowledge 

representation paradigms such as UML or semantic 

networks. The knowledge conceptualization 
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depends on the purpose and scope of the ontology 

building. At the end of this step, all the necessary 

ontology components such as concepts, attributes, 

relations, formal axioms, rules and individuals of the 

domain, together with their glossary of terms are 

constructed. For example in this study, three 

conceptual models are structured accordingly: (1) 

the document structure represents three different 

data formats such as tabular, form-based and 

natural-based text, (2) the key indicators used to 

capture the relevant information for contractor 

selection domain are structured as the conceptual 

model, and (3) the contractor profiles. However, 

detailed discussion of these conceptual models is 

beyond the scope of this paper. 

Meanwhile, the third step is knowledge integration. 

Concepts and semantic relationships in other existing 

domain ontologies are taken into consideration to be 

reused and expanded by integrating the knowledge 

when constructing the model. The fourth step is 

knowledge implementation, which is a process of 

interpreting knowledge into the targeted 

representation language so that it is readable by the 

computer. The selection of ontology implementation 

language depends on the expressiveness and 

reasoning capabilities of the ontology languages. 

Here, the conceptual model (concepts, relations, 

attributes, formal axioms, rules and individuals) 

defined in the second and third steps are coded into 

the Web Ontology Language (OWL) format. OWL is a 

standard language based on the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C). It is published by using the 

syntactic Resource Description Framework (RDF), and 

the schematic language for RDF is Resource 

Description Framework Schema (RDFS). Many 

ontology editors have been developed to support 

knowledge implementation such as TopBraid 

Composer and Protégé. The last step is knowledge 

maintenance. The content of constructed ontology 

needs to be evaluated by the domain experts. 

Therefore, any additional knowledge and changes 

are updated and corrected in the ontology during 

the maintenance activity. 

 

3.2  Extraction Engine Development Phase 

 

A sequence of operations is executed by the 

adopting the experimental approach to develop the 

extraction engine. The details of the experimental 

design are presented in Figure 2. This phase serves to 

extract relevant information from unstructured 

(natural language-based text) and semi-structured 

(tabular and form-based) documents, and then to 

populate the extracted information into ontology. 

The design can be divided into four main steps.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 The experimental design 

 

 

The first step consists of data collection and 

preparation. In this step, a set of tender data is 

compiled. The data contains contractor profiles and 

tender information. The reason for this sample 

selection is due to its information-rich, alphanumeric 

document, which is arranged in various structures 

either in unstructured or semi-structured forms and 

delivered in the Malay language. The corpus used in 

this study is collected from real world tender 

documents for building constructions from the 

Malaysian Public Work Department. The tender 

documents were originally in hardcopy and were 

transformed into the Portable Document Format 

(PDF). Each document consists of various contractor 

profile information that is visually represented in 

tabular, form-based and natural language-based 

text formats. Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict the sample 

of unstructured and semi-structured tender 

documents respectively.  
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Figure 4 Samples of semi-structured tender document; a) 

tabular b) form-based 

 

 

The second step is pre-processing where the 

document structure is detected automatically. In 

order to automate this process, the machine is 

capable of recognizing the relevant text and 

associating it with the appropriate document 

structure. Figure 5 illustrates the series of activities in 

pre-processing of the PDF documents. Here, every 

text in the document is parsed to obtain its structure 

through tokenization, distance estimation, clustering 

and structure detection rules. These activities are 

inspired and modified from the study conducted by 

Oro and Ruffolo [34]. The details of this approach was 

discussed by Rosmayati et al. [35].  

Meanwhile, the third step is the process of 

automatically extracting relevant tender information. 

Text matching algorithms for three different types of 

document structure are developed to trace the 

relevant information in the document based on the 

key indicators ontology and document structure 

ontology constructed in the ontology development 

phase. The last step is information extraction where 

the list of extracted information is populated as 

individuals into the contractor profile ontology. 

Definition of semantic knowledge in the ontology is 

used to associate an individual with the concept. The 

process can be seen as a step-by-step ontology 

learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Series of pre-processing activities for pdf document 

 

 

3.3  Evaluation Phase 

 

The most important phase in research methodology is 

the evaluation of the proposed architecture. The 

objective of the evaluation in this study is to measure 

the accuracy of the information extraction process. 

Thus, the evaluation is conducted to determine the 

accuracy of the extractor in extracting relevant 

contractor profiles in tender documents. This section 

explains the approach in detail.  

In order to measure the accuracy, standard 

information extraction methods of precision, recall 

and f-measure are used. Precision is defined as the 

proportion of retrieved information that is relevant, 

while recall is the proportion of relevant information 

that is retrieved. f-measure combines the precision 

and recall scores. Below are the formulas applied for 

these three measurements. 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑅

𝑅 + 1
 (1) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑅

𝑅 + 𝑁
 (2) 

 

𝑓 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 (3) 

 

R represents the number of information identified as 

relevant information, I is the number of irrelevant 

information identified and N refers to the number of 

relevant information failed to be identified. 
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3.0  THE DESIGN ARCHITECTURE 
 

This section discusses the architecture of information 

extraction for ontology population. The architecture 

is characterized by five major components namely, 

extraction engine, storage engine, access engine, 

inference engine and knowledge base. These five 

components are the mechanism that assists 

information extraction from unstructured and semi-

structured documents to support decision-making in 

contractor selection. Figure 6 represents the 

architecture proposed in this study. The source data 

is a set of information-rich tender documents in PDF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 The architecture of information extraction for 

ontology population 
 

 

4.1  Extraction Engine 

 

The extraction engine is where the actual ontology-

based information extraction and ontology 

population processes take place. The main function 

of this component is the extraction of contractor 

profile information from tender documents. It is 

supported by three sub-components: preprocessor, 

ontology-based extractor and ontology populator.  

The preprocessor is necessary to reduce the high 

dimensionality problem of processing textual and 

numerical data in unstructured and semi-structured 

documents. As depicted in Figure 6, the input of an 

extraction engine first goes through a preprocessor, 

which converts the textual and numerical data to a 

format that can be handled by the ontology-based 

extractor. It first tokenizes sequences of consecutive 

characters into larger units, called token. Then, the 

resulting tokens are clustered based on their distance 

measures. This process is necessary to group some 

tokens to determine the document structure. Output 

resulting from the preprocessor is a list of text with the 

description of its document structure.  

The second sub-component is the ontology-based 

extractor, which carries out the extraction of possible 

relevant contractor profiles based on the output 

produced by the preprocessor. Examples of 

contractor profiles are contractor background, 

bidding price, bidding project completion time, 

financial data, technical staff, list of construction 

plant and equipment, as well as past and current 

project performances. In order to perform this 

operation, a corresponding list of text is firstly 

annotated using matching algorithms based on Key 

Indicators Ontology (KIO). A rule-based extraction 

approach is adopted in this sub-component, in 

which several rules are created to search for the 

possible relevant contractor profile information. 

Below is the example of the rule to infer the bidding 

price (BP) from the possible extracted contractor 

information. 

 
𝐵𝑃 = ∀𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ ∩ ∃. ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

∩ ∃. ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 
∩ ∃. 𝑖𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 

(4) 

 

There are three outcomes resulting from the 

ontology-based extractor: (1) possible extraction of 

contractor profile in the unstructured form (natural 

language-based text), (2) possible extraction of 

contractor profile in the semi-structured form 

(tabular), and (3) possible extraction of contractor 

profile in the semi-structured (form-based). These 

outcomes are populated as individuals in the 

Document Structure Ontology (DSO) using the 

ontology populator. 

The ontology populator involves the extraction and 

classification of individuals into the relevant concepts 

in the pre-defined ontology. Two main tasks are 

carried out by the ontology populator. Firstly, it 

populates the outputs identified by the ontology-

based extractor in the DSO. Secondly, it serves to 

interpret the possible contractor profile extracted 

previously and populates the relevant contractor 

profile as individuals in the Contractor Profile 

Ontology (CPO). The process of populating in this 

study is essential for supporting decision-making in 

selecting the most qualified contractor as the 

populated ontology contains structured data that 

can be queried by the decision-making application.   

The ontology-based extractor and the ontology 

populator interact with ontologies in the knowledge 

base through the inference, access and storage 

engines. The ontologies that are used by both 

components are generated separately by an 

ontology editor. 
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4.2  Inference Engine 

 

The inference engine is executed from the Java API. 

It is used for the purpose of extraction rules execution 

in translating semantic information for a statement or 

fact defined explicitly in the knowledge base. 

 

4.3  Access Engine 

 

The access of semantic knowledge contained in the 

knowledge base is conducted through the access 

engine using the processing query. The access 

method used in this study is based on the SPARQL 

protocol and the RDF query language. The ontology-

based extractor and the ontology populator achieve 

the necessary knowledge through this query 

interface. 

 

4.4  Storage Engine 

 

Storage engine serves to store explicit knowledge 

models in the form of tripplestore in the knowledge 

base. This engine allows the definition of the 

conceptual model. 

 

4.5  Knowledge Base 

 

Knowledge base consists of application ontologies 

for a specific domain of interest. Since the selected 

domain is contractor selection, thus in this study, 

three different ontologies are developed: Key 

Indicators Ontology (KIO), Document Structure 

Ontology (DSO), and Contractor Profile Ontology 

(CPO). 

KIO includes the concepts and relations of key 

indicators concerning contractor profiles. Figure 7 

shows the snapshot of the KIO, which lists the key 

indicators for annotating possible contractor profiles 

such as tender title, bidding price and bidding time 

to complete the construction in an unstructured text. 

Meanwhile, the DSO represents the semantic 

knowledge of tender document structures. As 

mentioned previously, text in tender documents is 

either in unstructured or semi-structured forms. The 

ontology consists of three main concepts, which 

represents the document structures: tabular, form-

based and non-tabular. Figure 8 explains the 

snapshot of the DSO. In order to support th decision-

making process for selecting the most eligible 

contractor, concepts and semantic relations are 

represented in the Contractor Profile Ontology 

(CPO). Therefore, the population of individuals from 

the extracted information in CPO serves to support 

the decision-making application. Figure 9 depicts the 

snapshot of the CPO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7 Snapshot of key indicators ontology (KIO) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8 Snapshot of document structure ontology (DSO) 
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Figure 9 Snapshot of contractor profile ontology (CPO) 

 

 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The performances of the proposed architecture are 

evaluated based on the performance of the 

ontology-based information extractor system for 

contractor selection. This section further discusses the 

evaluation results of this study. The purpose of this 

experiment is to evaluate the ability of the ontology-

based information extractor based on precision, 

recall and f-measure scores. In this experiment, six 

copies of tender documents of similar building 

construction projects based on the Malaysia 

Construction Tender are used as the experimental 

data. The average pages per document is 

approximately fifteen page. Figure 10 shows the 

example of the natural text output for extracting 

bidding price by populating matched keyword into 

ontology. Meanwhile, Figure 11 and Figure 12 

represents the examples of output for extracted 

information in both tabular and form-based format.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Example of extracted information in natural text 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Example of extracted information in tabular 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Example of extracted information in form-based 

 

 

The ontology-based information extractor system 

successfully extracted the required information in 

tabular, form-based and natural text. The number of 

information extracted by the system is recorded in 

Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. The figures are arranged 

according to the document structure respectively. 

The comparison is done between the actual data 

present in the tender documents and the data 

retrieved by the ontology-based information 

extractor system. Based on Table 2, the number of 

relevant and irrelevant information in the tabular 

format is identified based on table (T), column (C), 

row (R) and cell (L). Furthermore, as can be seen in 

Table 3, the comparison of information extracted in 

the form-based format is done based on the number 

of relevant and irrelevant concepts (C) and 
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attributes (A) retrieved. The concepts denote form 

title and the attributes represent the form fields. 

Meanwhile, Table 4 shows the number of relevant 

and irrelevant information retrieved in the natural 

text. 

 
Table 2 Information extracted in tabular compared to 

actual data 
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Table 3 Information extracted in form-based compared to 

actual data 

 

Tender 

Document 

Form-based 

# Actual 

Relevant 

Items 

Detected 

# System 

Relevant 

Items 

Detected 

# System 

Irrelevant 

Items 

Detected 

C A C A C A 

D1 4 18 4 18 0 0 

D2 3 10 3 10 0 0 

D3 4 18 4 18 0 0 

D4 4 18 4 18 0 0 

D5 3 10 3 10 0 0 

D6 4 18 4 18 0 0 

  

 
Table 4 Information Extracted in Natural Text Compared to 

Actual Data 
 

Tender 

Document 

Natural Text 

# Actual 

Relevant 

Items 

Detected 

# System 

Relevant 

Items 

Detected 

# System 

Irrelevant 

Items 

Detected 

D1 3 3 4 

D2 3 3 4 

D3 3 3 4 

D4 3 3 4 

D5 3 3 4 

D6 3 3 4 

 

 

Meanwhile, the average precision, recall and f-

measure scores of the overall performance of the 

information extractor are shown in Table 5. The 

evaluation of precision, recall and f-measure shows 

significantly good accuracy in detecting relevant 

information in tabular and form-based formats, whilst 

the performance score for identifying information in 

the natural text-based is average. The precision rates 

for tabular, form-based and natural text are 100%, 

100% and 42.86% respectively. The recall has 

achieved 100% for tabular, form-based and natural 

text. Meanwhile, the tested accuracy of the f-

measure are 100 % for both tabular and form-based, 

and 60.00% for natural text. 

 
Table 5 Average precision, recall and f-measure scores 

 

 Precision  Recall f-measure 

Tabular 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Form-based 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Natural Text 42.86% 100.00% 60.00% 

 

 

The average score of precision in natural text is due 

to the limitation of rules constructed. Since this study 

involves information in Malay text, it limits the use of 

the linguistic approach in the information extractor 

system. This is because the current researches in the 

part-of-speech tagging, stemming and 

lemmatization for processing the Malay language 

are still immature. However, the good accuracy 

results for information extraction in tabular and form-

based formats show that the ontology is significantly 

capable of recognizing important information in the 

semi-structured format. It suggests that the structure 

information defined by key indicators in ontology can 

be used to recognize relevant text of the content of 

a tender document. Nevertheless, this finding is 

significant for non-complex tabular structures (basic 

table with single layer header and body) with 

complete definition of key indicators. 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 
 

The architecture of information extraction for 

ontology population in the contractor selection 

domain is supported using a keyword-based 

approach, as modelled in the ontology. The use of 

keywords is essential to ensure only necessary 

contractor profile information is extracted and 

populated. The precision, recall and f-measure are 

proposed to strengthen the results of information 

extraction. Based on the findings, the extracted 

information has shown significant results in terms of 

precision, recall and f-measure for the extracted 

information in the semi-structured format. However, 

the keywords and rule-based implementations in this 

study allow any matched information especially in 

the natural language-based text to be annotated 

because it does not consider the linguistic view. 

There is a possibility of unnecessary recognition of 

information and ambiguous interpretation of 
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knowledge. In future, the meanings of information will 

be morphologically analyzed using a linguistic 

approach before information extraction is carried 

out. Furthermore, table recognition which currently 

works based on a simple table assumption, can be 

enhanced into a complex table.  
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